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Abstract. This paper reports a teaching experience of business systems analysis 
(BSA) to cyber-security management students. This unit places great emphasis 
on connecting security function to business requirements from a socio-technical 
(ST) perspective. Specific topics of lectures and seminars are discussed to out-
line the necessity of tuning and tailoring BSA content to fit the needs of con-
temporary security professionals. The paper shows examples of how ST theory 
provides a relevant theoretical background to bridge the gap between design 
and implementation of secure and usable business information systems. It also 
considers challenges facing lecturers as well as ways on how to improve the 
learning experience of future graduates. 
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1 Introduction 

The necessity to include business processes, people and technology has been widely 
highlighted in the design and implementation of effective security solutions [7; 2; 10; 
8; 17].    

This would include discussions about the content and ways of teaching information 
security as the education of future practitioners influence their view and understand-
ing of information security management as a discipline and as a practice. Educations 
programs must therefore prepare students to critically reflect on how to align security 
function with business needs through a holistic understanding of the role and applica-
tion of security measures in business context.  

However, traditional information security courses mainly focus on technical mod-
ules and do not pay much attention to the influence of contextual variables affecting 
the reliability of provided security solutions [6; 5]. These technically oriented security 
curricula are challenged by dynamic business and technological environments as 
many security failures in context could question their relevance. A need to balance 
technical content with business content is required in information security education 
to complement the technical and formalized paradigm in the development and imple-
mentation of information security policies [13; 23]. In practice, the study of Reece 
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and Stahl [16] has revealed significant tensions between technical views of security 
policies and those more interested in business- and human-centered security practices. 
The authors have recommended including particular skills and knowledge in under-
graduate socialisation and training.   

In this paper, the authors suggest that a potential perspective to address these con-
cerns is offered by a socio-technical (ST) perspective focusing on reciprocal relation-
ships between human actors and the technologies with which they engage in the 
workplace. It is thus concerned with harnessing human and technical aspects of or-
ganizational structures/processes in order to achieve a holistic optimization, with a 
view to achieving excellence [14]. The objectives of this paper are therefore twofold: 
firstly, we report a teaching experience of business systems analysis unit to cyber-
security management students; secondly, we discuss the relevance of some lectures 
topics from a ST perspective.  

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section, a short re-
view of deficiencies in security practice found in literature is provided. Section 3 
discusses the design and delivery of BSA unit through examples of lectures topics and 
seminars. In the final section, concluding remarks are presented.  

2 Background  

While security risks and financial costs of cybercrime continue to escalate, security 
practices and strategies have not adequately kept up with dynamic and challenging 
attacks [e.g. 22; 9]. In particular, enterprises experience difficulties in assessing and 
managing their security risks as well as in applying appropriate security controls that 
match the requirements of their business processes. In Sadok and Bednar [18] a com-
prehensive review of security surveys published by professional bodies in many dif-
ferent countries has highlighted a number of gaps and shortfalls in security practices. 
Essentially, their analysis shows a continuous technical focus on data system security 
rather than on real world organizational context as well as a prevalent top-down ap-
proach. In light of these results, the recommendations of security surveys suggest that 
an exclusive emphasis on a technology-centered view induces flaws in the design and 
implementation of security solutions and points to the necessity of including people 
and processes as a core part of secure and usable work systems. 

More studies have acknowledged that security measures which are modeled out-
side of the real world organizational context are prone to antagonize effective organi-
zational practices. By failing to appreciate the complex relationships between use, 
usability and usefulness, security procedures imposed are not only subject to possible 
misuse but they are likely to create difficulties for work functionality and efficiency 
[20; 11]. The weakest link is not necessarily in the technical system itself but the dif-
ference between the formal model of usage and real usage of system content (data) as 
such in an organized human system. Questions about security failures in context could 
address the relevance of security policies and controls from professional stakeholders’ 
perspective as in many cases they work around security compliance or bypass security 
measures to effectively do the work [12; 1]. In addition, a top-down approach can 
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privilege certain groups of stakeholders particularly managers and IT professionals 
[21]. 

 
In this paper, we argue that the divide between design and practice of security solu-

tions, explaining many deficiencies in information security management, can be ad-
dressed by a socio-technical approach. Contextual dependencies inherent in a ST 
system mean that interactions among all elements within that system contribute to 
shaping the whole, just as the system is changed by any element changing or leaving 
it. If we isolate sub-systems for analysis, e.g. task-structure-people-technology 
(Leavitt, 1965, cited in [19]) we risk failing to recognize the dynamic of interactions 
among these factors which creates the conditions for (un)successful organizational 
performance. Overlooking this dynamic and focusing on the optimization of social or 
technical aspects of a system can increase not only the number of unpredictable, unin-
tended consequences and relationships, but the extent to which those relationships are 
destructive for the performance of the system [15].  

The education of future security management professionals should reflect these 
dynamic relationships between the social and technical factors within a business con-
text in order to adequately match security to business requirements. In particular, 
future graduates need to develop a broad understanding of business processes support-
ing the delivery of value as well as the analysis of the expectations of different groups 
of stakeholders including managers, business process owners and end-users. From 
this perspective, ST principles could potentially inform the design and development 
of the teaching curriculum to acquire these areas of knowledge. 

3 Experience report 

In this section we explain the intended learning outcomes of BSA and we provide 
examples of lecture and seminar content in order to illustrate the connection of securi-
ty solutions and business needs. 

3.1 Unit design and delivery 

Business systems analysis is gaining an increasing recognition as a core unit in many 
business and information systems curricula. It supports students at developing analyt-
ical and problem-solving techniques for identifying and evaluating organizational and 
technical consequences of design and implementation of business systems. Therefore, 
BSA plays a crucial role in bridging the gap between business needs and technical 
solutions [4]. 

In the setting of cyber-security management course, the main aim of BSA unit is to 
develop fundamental understanding of business strategy and organizational context in 
order to provide a secure operating environment and effective management of security 
risks. The students are also expected to appreciate and apply different techniques of 
BSA. Attention must therefore be paid to aligning security to strategic, tactical and 
operational management goals of the business.  
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The design and delivery of this unit were tailored to develop a holistic view of the 
role of security in supporting business processes. The choice of lectures’ topics and 
the selection of discussion papers during the seminars were influenced by the key 
teaching objectives. 

The figure below presents a particular use of the POPIT model to illustrate how to 
connect security to business context. The POPIT model shows the different aspects 
that are relevant for BSA. The students have had the opportunity to apply this model 
in different analyses during seminar time and to discuss its relevance based on real 
case studies. As a technique, POPIT model can be also deployed to identify opportu-
nities for business improvement or to map the scale of change of a provided solution.  

 

Fig. 1. POPIT model: Matching security to business context  
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3.2 Examples of lectures and seminars topics  

In this section, we describe the relevance of four particular topics with regard to the 
main teaching objectives of BSA.  

First, systems thinking are used as fundamental theoretical background for under-
standing and framing organizational problems. For example, students have opportuni-
ties to reflect on the pros and cons of reductionist or holistic systems approach. This is 
achieved through an understanding of the boundaries of the system under considera-
tion, key elements to include in a problem space and the dynamic relationships be-
tween them. Systems thinking are of particular relevance as an exclusive emphasis on 
a technology-centered view induces flaws in the design and implementation of securi-
ty solutions. Therefore, students should be aware of the impact of security solutions 
from a systemic point of view. The suggested reference to read introduces basic prin-
ciples of systems thinking and provides many examples of socio-technical systems. 
Given the abstract nature of systems thinking, it was problematic to introduce its con-
cepts to students. The teaching of this topic was based on lecture notes and seminar 
discussions where students were asked to describe a system and to indicate whether or 
not it consists of sub-systems. A “cool” video was also used to provide examples of 
systems thinking. This video was really appreciated by students who experienced 
some difficulties in the beginning of the lecture to understand this topic and its rele-
vance with regard to business analysis and/or security management.  

 
Second, stakeholder analysis is in general applied during the definition and elicita-

tion of requirements in relation to the functions that the system is expected to fulfil 
and the features through which it will perform its tasks. Different views should be 
explored and articulated about why problems exist, what needs to be done to improve 
the situation and where the focus of the business system should lie. Security managers 
should adequately involve professionals with operational knowledge and end users in 
risk analysis and security policy definition to ensure an effectual integration of securi-
ty in work practices. Therefore, the main objective of discussing this topic is to ex-
plain to future security mangers how to identify key stakeholders, how to assess their 
influence and how to manage their involvement and expectations. The suggested re-
search paper to read describes the difficulties experienced by clinicians to comply 
with security requirements which interfere to effectively perform their job. The ex-
planation during lecture and seminar sessions of the importance of stakeholder analy-
sis went relatively without major difficulties and students expressed an interest in 
learning how to identify and manage key stakeholders that a business cannot afford to 
disqualify or ignore. The case study described in the research paper provided as read-
ing material has significantly contributed to increase this interest. Another “cool” 
video was also used to explain difficulties experienced by consultants in articulating 
and understanding business needs due to communication problems 

The third lecture topic is related to change management which recognizes the ne-
cessity of a number of tactics to facilitate the implementation and the adoption of new 
or improved solution. This is particularly important to consider as often security pro-
fessionals are more focusing in explaining how employees comply with security re-
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quirement than on how to explain or justify changes in security controls. The suggest-
ed paper to read explains how even when security solutions are well designed and 
developed the implementation can fail if efforts at change management are insuffi-
cient. Teaching change management to future cyber-security managers was challeng-
ing as students appeared to be “surprised” of including this topic in their scope of 
knowledge or skills. Their attitude is explained by an assumption that, when a security 
solution is technically robust, they take for granted its effective implementation in an 
organizational system. The lecture and seminar in relation to this topic went relatively 
well and the case study described in the research paper supporting this lecture was 
very helpful.  

The fourth topic deals with the definition of performance measures that indicate to 
which extent a business or technical solution meets business needs. A particular tech-
nique used for this purpose is the balanced scorecard that assesses performance in 
business models including learning and growth, internal business process, customer, 
and financial dimensions. In the context of this unit, this technique is used to identify 
relevant security metrics that should support business needs and as a vehicle of com-
munication to translate these metrics into a meaningful context from management 
point of view. The table below provides more details about lectures topics and sup-
porting reading/video material. 

Table 1. Examples of BSA topics and associated reading/video material 

BSA topic    Examples of topic 
content 

Reading/video material  

Understanding 
business context  

Systems thinking 

“Systems thinking” in Socio-technical toolbox for 
business systems analysis [3] 
Link to the video: Systems thinking: a cautionary 
tale (cats in Boneo) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17BP9n6g1F0 

Requirement 
analysis 

Stakeholder analysis 

 
Workarounds to Computer Access in Healthcare 
Organizations: You Want My Password or a Dead 
Patient?” [12] 
Link to the video: The expert: Short comedy 
Sketch 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BKorP55Aqvg
&t=97s 

Improvement of 
business processes 

Change management 
 
“IS Security Menace: When Security Creates Inse-
curity” [1] 

Evaluation of 
business solutions 

Balanced scorecard 

 
Link to the video: Security Metrics: Can They Be 
Effectively Measured Across the Enterprise? 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0CQLJyqELD
E&t=1432s 
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4 Concluding comments 

The alignment between security and business processes needs has long been consid-
ered as a key issue in security management. The tailoring of BSA content to fit the 
needs of future security professionals has been informed by a ST perspective which 
potentially articulates security solutions for the business as a whole. One of the main 
learning outcomes of this unit is to develop a holistic view encompassing social and 
technical aspects of security management. This teaching experience shows how BSA 
could be designed by creating links between research and teaching activities and sup-
porting the development of broader set of soft skills such as problem solving and 
critical thinking highly valued by security professionals. It also sheds light on a num-
ber of challenges facing academics teaching business units in a curriculum with tech-
nical vocation or expected by students as technical. According to a first evaluation of 
this unit, the students are equally divided between hard and soft thinkers. The former 
group of students still believe on the “supremacy” of technical solutions, the later 
rather recognizes the need for contextual analysis of the business in order to ensure 
effective design and implementation of security solutions. To improve the learning 
experience, this unit would benefit from inviting security professionals to ensure that 
unit content aligns with required practitioner skills and to provide students with real 
organizational experiences. 
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